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Phase 1
Assisting families aﬀected by Drought and
COVID-19 Pandemic in Zimbabwe.
Quick Facts

W

estern Zimbabwe is experiencing chronic drought since 2015; over
70% of the land is under subsistence agriculture. The arrival of the

COVID 19 pandemic was a double trouble for families already experiencing hard
times owing to rising inﬂation, unemployment and economic collapse. The 2019
vulnerability assessment by USAID estimated 5.5 million rural people to be food
insecure and WFP in the beginning of 2020 estimated 7.7 million people would
be food insecure the whole year. These
ﬁgures include the 2.2 million who,
according to Zimbabweʼs ministry of
Public service, Labour and Social Welfare,
are estimated to be from urban Areas.
• The UN mid-year 2020 estimates

half of Zimbabwe's population of 15
million to be in need of food assistance.

What Sethule has done.

Excited! Two girls carrying cooking oil and
bars of soap as they help their mother to carry
the grocery back home.

• The organization has rolled out Phases

of feeding aﬀected families in two districts (Matobo and Umguza). The activity
has started with Umguza district (Hope fountain area) where it already had a list
of the most aﬀected households.
• Most of the families who have beneﬁted include single mothers who before lock

down worked as part time illegal gold panners, vendors and hawkers in the city,
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occupations that have since been
banned amid the spread of the
pandemic.
• Using the World Food Program

(WFP) COVID 19 standard safety
procedure when giving food,
Sethule managed;
1. Helping numerous families with
grocery food hampers
2. Each hamper included 10kgs of
mealie meal, 2kgs beans, 2

A Sethule Trust Staff member performing a temperature
check and hand Sanitization for a woman before she
receives her food hamper.

litters of cooking oil, 2kgs sugar,
1kg salt and 2bars of soap.

Thank you for your kind and generous support making this programme possible. Sethule
thanks you warmly for your help for the poor in their time of severe need.
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